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Introduction
Impilo’s mission is to produce superior returns by
investing in and building sustainable and leading
healthcare businesses with a long-term perspective.
A key to achieving this includes working actively
with Environmental, Social/Human Capital, and
Governance (ESG) issues throughout the investment process and ownership cycle.
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It is our conviction that doing so will not only contri
bute to greater long-term value creation and decrease
investment risk, but also contribute to a more sustain
able healthcare system and the development of the
communities where we and our portfolio companies
operate, Figure 1.
The healthcare challenge globally is massive. Health
care costs are rising while healthcare systems and
nations struggle with providing high quality of care
to growing and aging populations. The ongoing
Covid-19 pandemic has put further pressure on
healthcare systems around the world. To make sure
we contribute positively to counteract this develop
ment, we, in addition to investing in companies with a
potential to generate attractive returns, also assess
how well prospective and current portfolio companies
meet at least one of the criteria in Figure 2.
Our investment focus on the healthcare sector only,
and our conviction that our portfolio companies have
to contribute to society on a more holistic level, have a
direct link to the Sustainable Development Goal 3
of the United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development: Ensure Healthy Lives and Promote
Well-Being for All at All Ages. We aim to work with our
portfolio companies to ensure proactive work towards
also contributing to the other SDGs, e.g. Gender
Equality (Goal 5), Decent Work and Economic Growth
(Goal 8), Build Resilient Infrastructure, Promote
Inclusive and Sustainable Industrialization and Foster

Innovation (Goal 9), Responsible Consumption and
Production (Goal 12), and Climate Action (Goal 13),
as well as alignment with the ten principles of the UN
Global Compact.
ESG is an integrated part of our investment strategy,
our investment and ownership process, and our
internal sustainability standards. After exiting an
investment, we also evaluate ESG efforts made to
ensure learning and to identify ways to improve our
work.
During 2020 and into 2021, our portfolio companies
together with rest of the world have faced the chal
lenges of the Covid-19 pandemic, which has forced
them to focus their efforts on maintaining stability
in their core businesses and ensuring an agile re
sponse to whatever challenges they may face in their
environment. The ongoing global crisis has become
a real-time test of their governance models, value
chains, and crisis management processes, and it has
also put the magnifying glass on organizational health
and people management capabilities.
That said, we are happy to report that thus far most of
them have fared quite well, and all have also managed
to make progress in the area of sustainability. See
section “ESG and our portfolio companies” for more
information on ESG status and development in our
portfolio companies.
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The Impilo
ESG framework
Principles and focus areas
Integrating ESG in our daily work, we focus primarily
on ESG aspects that are material to the industry we are
investing in, Healthcare. The specific scope will depend
on the individual needs or areas of risk for the portfolio
company or target.

Environment
We aim at minimizing the negative
impact of our business on the
environment.
Examples:
Compliance with relevant local
and international environmental
conventions and regulations
Management of waste and
hazardous materials
Energy efficiency and resource
management
Limiting emissions from transportation and manufacturing

Social
We commit to ensuring the highest
possible quality of the products and
services offered, by respecting the
integrity and rights of third parties
(incl. workers, customers and pa
tients), and following relevant laws.
Examples:
Clinical trials quality and patient
safety
Data security/GDPR compliance
Product/drug/services quality
and safety
Gender equality and avoidance
of discrimination or harassment

Governance
We commit to conducting business
according to sound business princi
ples and to proactively mitigate
potential risks.
Examples:
Business ethics – anti-corruption,
anti-bribery, anti-fraud
Management of the legal and
regulatory environment
Quality management
Risk management

As a general principle, Impilo’s ESG considerations are founded on the UN Principles for Responsible
Investments (UNPRI)1) :
We will
incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis
and decision-making processes
be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into
our ownership policies and practices
seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the
entities in which we invest

promote acceptance and implementation of the
Principles within the investment industry
work together to enhance our effectiveness in
implementing the Principles
report on our activities and progress towards
implementing the Principles

In addition, we take the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact into account when defining the ESG
agenda for ourselves and our portfolio companies.
6
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1)

Impilo is currently not a UNPRI signatory.

The Impilo ESG framework

Policies and Resources
To support the Impilo organization a set of
policies have been implemented:
1

Impilo Policy for Responsible Investments and Ownership – describes Impilo’s approach
to responsible investments and ownership, including the principles we commit to and how these
are incorporated in our activities throughout the investment and ownership cycle

2

Impilo Code of Ethics and Conflicts – describes the principles that guide Impilo’s daily
operations and the relations with other members of the Impilo Community, customers,
suppliers, shareholders, stakeholders and the healthcare community as it relates to conflict
of interest, insider trading, confidential information and privacy, fair competition, political
involvement, anti-bribery and corruption, working environment and equal opportunities and
anti-discrimination

3

Other policies – in addition to above-mentioned policies, there are also other policies that
help ensure we act responsibly when it comes to Environment, Social Capital and Governance,
such as our Personal Account Dealing policy, our Travel Policy, and our Parental Leave Policy

Every member of the Impilo team is accountable for putting these policies into practice, and for
ensuring that ESG is a natural part of our activities and the way we make decisions. Hence the
organization is structured to reinforce strong support from leadership, engagement from the full
team, and integration into our daily activities.

Scope

Responsibilities

Impilo Structure
& Monitoring

Policies and procedures
Training and tools
Monitoring and reporting
Continuous improvement initiatives

Implementation

Integration of ESG across the entire
investment and ownership process
Due diligence
Investment decisions
Portfolio company initiatives/active
ownership
Exit

The CEO with support from one investment
partner together with the COO (long-term lead)
1–2 investment team members to
support specific initiatives (rotating role)
Full Impilo team
Portfolio company Board of Directors and
management
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Current state and
looking ahead
With 2019 focused on establishing the infrastructure
to support us in continuously improve our efforts and
impact in the ESG area, both internally at Impilo and
within our portfolio companies, 2020 has been about
delivering on the ambition to further integrate ESG in
our daily work while supporting the companies to
manage the ongoing pandemic.
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With the pandemic making some of our ESG efforts more difficult, with time and effort being spent on keeping
the stability of operations, progress has been made in all areas during the year:
Ambition 2020 and results: Impilo – internal
Full implementation of portfolio company quarterly
and annual ESG reporting, and continuous
improvement

Fully implemented and integrated in regular
reporting structure

ESG competence development – specialist training
for core team, general training for full team

Core team has attended virtual ESG presenta
tions and workshops; general team has worked
with ESG consultant on transaction-specific DD
to continuously increase understanding

Further development of toolbox for investment
team as well as portfolio companies as new needs
emerge

No material development of the toolbox during
the year – deliberate focus on implementation of
toolbox version 1.0

Ambition 2020 and results: Portfolio companies – general
Integrated ESG discussions in risk analysis,
strategic planning and business planning in
management teams and boards

ESG topics covered as part of general strategic
planning and business planning in all portfolio
companies

Full implementation of quarterly and annual ESG
reporting

Fully implemented and integrated in regular
reporting structure

ESG training – support from Impilo team with
additional tools and external support as needed

Limited activity during the year beyond support
through Board discussions and reporting
discussions

completed

partly completed

limited activity

In 2021 the focus from the Impilo team will be targeting continued integration of ESG in our and our portfolio
companies’ operations, making it an even more natural part of the agenda and ensuring a structured approach
to target definition and follow up. We will also enable knowledge-sharing and community building across our
portfolio companies, to leverage the knowledge and experience that is being built and inspire the teams to take
their efforts even further. As a first step Impilo organized a virtual ESG conference in June, which was attended
by all portfolio companies as well as external guests.

Impilo – internal
Continuous improvement to the ESG system
(e.g., policies, toolbox, reporting)
Provide a platform for cross-portfolio interaction
and sharing
ESG competence development

Portfolio companies – general
ESG training
Increase efficiency in target definition (qualitative
and quantitative) and progress monitoring
Delivering on portfolio company plans, as defined
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ESG and our portfolio
companies
With Impilo’s companies operate in highly regulated
markets, be it pharmaceuticals, medical devices, healthcare
and care services, or financial services, the requirements
when it comes to governance and compliance are substantial
to start with. In addition, culturally there is both interest
and active engagement in social and environmental matters,
resulting in a strong starting point for proactive ESG work.
The Covid-19 pandemic has created a quite unique
public health catastrophe, with nations and communi
ties having to deal with extreme pressure on health
care systems, the effects of social distancing, and
economic downturn. In this environment our portfolio
companies, together with other businesses around
the world, have had to manage health and safety risks,
workforce productivity and wellbeing, securing effi
cient governance and minimizing operational disrup
tion. Partly due to the characteristics of the compa
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nies – operating in essential healthcare segments,
where demand has to large extent remained intact
– and partly due to the efficiency of their governance
systems and operational models, the negative effects
on our overall portfolio have been more limited than
we could have hoped for so far. While our portfolio
company teams have worked relentlessly to mitigate
potential disruption from the pandemic, they have
also continued to develop their businesses and move
forward in the area of ESG.
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ESG and our portfolio companies

Environment – highlights
All companies have environmental policies in place
Higher awareness and maturity related to energy consumption and waste management
across the board, with different levels of focus depending on scope of business
All companies considering a broader approach to environmental impact, with several
having defined initiatives that are integrated in the overall strategy and business, such
as Humana, which has implemented a carbon dioxide index, and NutraQ, which has 		
defined an integrated strategy for how to reduce the company’s environmental footprint
(please see separate section on NutraQ)
Social – highlights
All companies have antidiscrimination and diversity policies in place
The combined female representation on the portfolio company board of directors by
the end of 2020 was 31% (30% in 2019), and the combined female representation on
management teams was 51% (53%)
In Impilo, there were 27% women on the Impilo team (4 of 15), 17% on the Impilo 		
management team (1 of 6), and 20% on the board of directors (1 of 5)
Relatively low voluntary staff turnover across the portfolio, with initiatives underway in
areas with identified challenges
Governance – highlights
All portfolio companies in a very strong position; no material non-compliance issues in
2020
All have Board and CEO instructions, Codes of Conduct, Whistleblowing functions and
Anti-corruption policies in place
All companies but two have an ICT/Cybersecurity policy in place; FMD has an ongoing
project and ICT is a 2021 focus area for Euro Accident
Quality of follow up and reporting is improving across the board – efficient target setting
remains as a focus area

Gender balance
Females on Board

Overall averages

Females on Management Team

50 %

Euro Accident

30 %
13 %

FMD

50 %
57 %

Humana

70 %
20 %

Immedica

62 %
17 %

NutraQ

50 %
29 %

TFP

42 %
0%

10 %

20 %

30 %

40 %

BoD

50 %

60 %

70 %

Mgmt

Note: Scantox and Mallax excluded

Read about our portfolio companies
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ESG and our portfolio companies

Euro Accident
Sector: Healthcare – other Headquarters: Stockholm, Sweden Revenue 2020: SEK 1,526m/
EUR 152m No of employees: 263 FTEs Impilo entry year: 2019
Very solid corporate governance system in place at Impilo’s entry, particularly on the governance
side
2020 focused on ensuring GDPR compliance, definition of an ESG strategy that is integrated in
the business model, risk management, and the investment policy
Four sustainability focus areas defined: Sustainable Products (“hållbara produkter”), Sustainable
Employees (“hållbara medarbetare”), Responsible Business (“ansvarsfullt företagande”), and
Environment
		- Example of results: Within Sustainable Products, the successful rehab programs have 		
resulted in 80% of policyholders avoiding long-term sick leave
Several sustainability policies adopted by the board in 2020, e.g., Environmental policy, Code
of Conduct, Ethics policy, Investment policy (ESG perspective integrated), Complaints handling
policy, Policy for measures against money laundering and terrorist financing
Looking ahead, focus will be on develolping stakeholder engagement practices, a more integrated
process to identify sustainability risks and possibilities, and target definition and reporting

Ferrosan Medical Devices
Sector: Medical Device Headquarters: Copenhagen, Denmark Revenue 2020: DKK 623m/
EUR 84m No of employees: 219 FTEs Impilo entry year: 2017
Mature policies, procedures and ways of working in place
Focus to date has been on ensuring full implementation of customary policies (e.g., whistleblower
program, anti-corruption policy) and implementing systems and procedures to ensure compliance
with external regulation (e.g., MDR)
Program launched to ensure a more proactive approach to sustainability and to make it an integral
part of the business, focusing on four themes, aligned with UN Global Compact, UN Sustainable
Development Goals 3 (Health and wellbeing), 8 (Decent work and economic growth), and 12
(Responsible consumption and production), and Danish legislation:
-	 Environment (energy consumption, waste management, supply chain)
-	 Labor (well-being, health and safety, diversity and inclusion, workplace harassment,
employee engagement)
-	 Human Rights (human rights abuses)
-	 Anti-corruption (corruption, extortion, bribery, nepotism)
-	 Product impact (access, usage, outcome, effects)
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The Fertility Partnership
Sector: Healthcare services Headquarters: Oxford, UK and Berlin, Germany
Revenue 2020: GBP 80m/EUR 89m (LTM Dec 2020) No of employees: 784 FTEs
Impilo entry year: 2019
High standard related to governance as operations are highly regulated, with some improvement
potential primarily related to the Environmental area
Significant effort has been put into stabilizing operations during the ongoing pandemic, with
different national guidelines and instructions regarding management of clinics, social distancing
and travel restrictions having put significant pressure on the business
In parallel, the team has focused on rolling out policies and systems from TFP to the clinics
acquired as part of the VivaNeo transaction to ensure common policies, systems and procedures
across the group (e.g., for reporting of incidents) – integration ongoing
First groupwide employee survey performed in 2020 highlighted potential in improving
organizational health and engagement – a key area for 2021
Looking ahead, the focus will be on implementing a 2-year initiative to reduce impact on the
environment, improving environmental KPI definition and follow up, increasing the use of
renewable energy, and creating more sustainable workspaces, combined with improving employee
satisfaction

Humana
Sector: Care services Headquarters: Stockholm, Sweden Revenue 2020: SEK 7,790m/
EUR 776m No of employees: 10,592 FTEs Impilo entry year: 2019
ESG is fully integrated in the company’s strategy, and in 2020 a Head of Sustainability was
formally appointed together with an additional dedicated resource
Sustainability approach built around four pillars, with defined priorities, policies and goals
		-	 Quality operations – e.g., The Humana Quality Model, Quality policy, Data security policy
		-	 Attractive employer – e.g., Diversion and inclusion policy, Working environment policy,
			Humana Academy
		-	
Profitable growth
		-	 Responsible provider – e.g., Environmental policy, Travel policy, environmental criteria for
			 building on new homes
Strong business ethics and anti-corruption approach, e.g., Code of Conduct, Code of Conduct for
suppliers (new in 2020), risk assessment methodology for suppliers (new in 2021)
Supports UN SDGs and links efforts to key goals: 3 (Health and wellbeing), 5 (Gender Equality),
8 (Decent work and economic growth), 10 (Reduced inequalities), 12 (Responsible consumption
and production), and 13 (Climate action)
Ranked as most sustainable healthcare provider in Sweden in March 2021, in the Sustainable
Brand Index survey focusing on sustainability in Europe
Winner of the Allbright Prize in 2017 and 2018 for its work towards equality; one of three finalists
in 2020
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Immedica
Sector: Pharmaceuticals Headquarters: Stockholm, Sweden Revenue 2020: SEK 496m/
EUR 49,4m (pro forma) No of employees: 45 FTEs Impilo entry year: 2018
New governance structures and QMS built from scratch, taking full ESG perspective into account
from the beginning
Environment: focus on enabling partners and customers to act in an environmentally friendly way,
e.g., Environmental Policy, checklists for suppliers (Immedica has no production) and internal
efforts to minimize energy consumption and waste, etc.
Social: Comprehensive set of policies and participations in awareness/donations to NGOs,
including internal policies, e.g., gender and diversity equality policy, code of conduct, employee
handbook, work environment policy, whistleblower system
Governance: QMS, governing structure and systems implemented, with >100 SOPs established
and digital systems within Pharmacovigilance, Medical deviations records, Risk assessment, and
Electronic agreement archiving
Going forward the team aims at defining long-term ESG goals and develop efficient metrics to
assess progress and impact at large of ESG efforts, implementing additional policies and tools
(e.g., within GDPR/privacy and crisis management), as well as implementing a series of ESGrelated trainings to ensure compliance and competence development

14
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Mallax Pharmaceuticals
Sector: Pharmaceuticals Headquarters: Stockholm, Sweden Impilo entry year: 2020 (company
established in December)
As the company is still in build-up phase, ESG work is yet to be initiated, but Mallax will operate in
markets where ESG compliance in general is high on stakeholders’ agendas, with high standards
imposed by e.g., the pharmacy channel
The company is committed to conduct business in a manner that demonstrates respect for the
environment and with a strong commitment for the safety of employees and patients
Mallax is committed to strive to adhere to eh 10 principles of UN Global Compact: Human Rights,
Labour, Environment and Anti-Corruption
As part of the build-up phase, relevant policies will be put in place, procedures to ensure strong
control over Contract Manufacturing Organizations (CMOs) to ensure appropriate supplier
selection and compliance with Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) will be implemented, and
regular reviews and evaluations for progress will be applied

Scantox
Sector: Contract research Headquarters: Lille Skensved, Denmark
Impilo entry year: 2021 (February)
As a partner to customers in the pharma and biotech industry, Scantox operates in a highly
regulated and controlled market
Good starting point from a governance perspective, with all relevant accreditations and required
licenses in place, an adequate Quality Management System (QMS) implemented alongside a
separate quality assurance organization, and the highest animal welfare standards
Still early days under Impilo ownership, with onboarding and objective setting still ongoing, but
looking ahead there is a need to establish a more holistic ESG strategy and plan, in parallel
with working with shorter term initiatives, such as implementation of a digital QMS and of a
whistleblowing function

Note: Revenues in EUR based on fx rates per 31 December 2020
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ESG and our portfolio companies

NutraQ ESG exit report
Sector: Consumer health Headquarters: Oslo, Norway Revenue 2020: NOK 907m (pro forma)
No of employees: 176 FTEs Impilo entry year: 2017 Impilo exit year: June 2021

Starting point
At Impilo entry in 2017, NutraQ, as many founder-led
businesses, were conscious of ESG matters. In line
with the company’s values – innovative, responsible,
respectful and brave – social responsibility was taken
seriously in order to be relevant and competitive for
both customers, employees and owners. The company
had some policies and procedures in place, and
other initiatives included (i) long-term sponsorship
to Zulufadder, a charity focusing on education and
sustainable projects for children and youth from
rural areas in South Africa, and (ii) all company cars
being electric. However, the company did not have a
dedicated ESG resource or overarching ESG strategy.
Priorities, plan and execution
Shortly following Impilo’s acquisition of NutraQ,
the board instructed management to focus further
on ESG matters, developing improved policies,

implementing quarterly ESG reporting and to further
incorporate ESG work in day-to-day operations.
Over the years, the board has approved several
strengthened policies relating to e.g., ethics, anticorruption and whistleblowing.
In 2020, NutraQ appointed a dedicated ESG resource
(Head of Innovation & Sustainability), to further
develop its ESG strategy and implementation. In
2021, the team has been strengthened with an
additional resource to ensure continued progress.
Furthermore, a sustainability strategy was developed
and moving into 2021 sustainability was explicitly
defined as one of six priorities in the corporate
strategy to safeguard integration into everyday
decision making and operations. A key to success
throughout the process has been the explicit
commitment from the leadership team, and the
mandate given to drive the initiative.

When analyzing materiality of risks and opportunities, the NutraQ team prioritized three out of the UN
Sustainability Goals, and targets linked to these have been defined for 2023:
Goal year 2023
NutraQ will use only
sustainable ingredients
in the products.

Goal year 2023
All suppliers must meet
NutraQ’s requirements
for employee rights,
social conditions and
sustainable production.

Goal year 2023
NutraQ will develop
recyclable packaging,
preferably based on
recycled materials.
Reducing the CO2
emissions by reducing
transport.

To reach these, several initiatives have been started and are in progress.
Based on NutraQ’s business model, important levers to focus on are
packaging and transportation, and the company are taking measures
within both; some highlights:
Packaging: Change to more sustainable materials
in all product packaging and shipment packaging,
and design for recycling, to reduce use of plastic,
aluminium, non-sustainable cardboard and general
waste, while reducing cost

Transportation: Improve transportation planning
(e.g., longer lead times, larger shipping volumes,
avoidance of air freight) to reduce CO2 emissions

The company has also developed a procurement policy and a supplier Code of Conduct, to ensure
their suppliers work in manners to protect the environment and secure human and labour rights.
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Other development highlights 2019-2020:
Male / Female FTEs
2019: (n=148): 40% / 60%
2020: (n=176): 33% / 67%

Male / Female on board of directors
2019: (n= 6) 83% / 17%
2020: (n= 6) 83% / 17%

Male / Female in management
2019: (n=11): 36% / 64%
2020: (n=10): 50% / 50%

No of nationalities within the company
2020: 22

Other achievements: Certifications, memberships and sponsorships
Eco-Lighthouse. A certification that works as
a concrete and effective tool for environmental
management. Eco-Lighthouse is Norway’s most
widely used certification scheme for enterprises
seeking to document their environmental efforts and
demonstrate social responsibility. Working on waste
management, energy use, procurement, and transport
procedures. Eco-Lighthouse is the only national
certification scheme in Europe to be recognized in by
the European Commission.

Friend of the Sea. A project of the World
Sustainability Organization, an international
NGO whose mission is to promote environmental
conservation, that is the leading certification standard
for products and services that contributes to marine
conservation. Their mission is to protect aquatic
resources by means of promoting sustainable
practices in fishing, aquaculture, nutraceutical
products (food supplements), dolphin and whale
watching, ornamental fish trade and shipping.

Ethical Trade Norway. A member organization and a
resource center for sustainable trade. Their purpose
is to promote responsible business practices in supply
chains so that trade contributes to safeguarding
human and employee rights, society and the
environment.

Zulu Fadder. A nonprofit organisation that focuses
on education and sustainable projects for children
and youth in South Africa. NutraQ has been the
organizations main sponsors since 2010.

Looking ahead
In 2021 and beyond, the team will continue to push
the sustainability agenda as part of the overall
strategy, including
Developing existing and new products to make
them more environmentally friendly and contribute
more to the circular economy, e.g., by improving
and developing new packaging and use of 		
sustainable ingredients products
Further implementing sustainability in the 		
company’s processes and routines
Focusing on reducing the CO2 emissions 		
connected to transportation
Implementing an environmental management
system

“As an international company we are
committed to our social responsibility and
have started our journey towards green
growth. Our goal is to do more with less.
This requires us to rethink and change our
ways of doing things, as well as adapting
new ways of working and new partnerships.”
Ann-Christin J. Bakke,
Head of Innovation & Sustainability, NutraQ

With NutraQ now being part of Orkla Health, we wish
the team continued success on their journey towards
green growth, feeling confident that their ambitions
will be further amplified in this new environment given
how high sustainability is on the Orkla agenda.
Impilo Sustainability Report 2020
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Lwala Community Alliance

Lwala Community Alliance:

A proven model for advancing
universal health coverage in
rural areas
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Lwala Community Alliance

In line with Impilo’s strategy to invest in people’s opportu
nities to enjoy healthier lives in the future, we are proud
partners to Lwala Community Alliance in Kenya since 2019.
Facilitated by Social Initiative1), Impilo provides knowledge
and financial support to spread Lwala’s proven model to
improve health for the poor in Kenya.
In Kenya, 70,000 children and mothers die every year,
mostly from preventable and treatable conditions2) . Almost
half (46%) of Kenyan women say they have problems
accessing healthcare, and the situation for the poorest is
even worse.
Lwala is working towards advancing universal health cover
age through bottom-up, community-led health interven
tions. Lwala was founded by a group of committed Kenyans
and is combining community innovation with universitybacked research through collaboration with Vanderbilt
University.
The model has four key pillars: Community committees,
Community health workers, Health centers, and Data.
Core to the model is the transformation of traditional birth
attendants to professionalized Community Health Workers
(CHWs), who are recruited, paid, supervised, and digitally
empowered to extend high-quality care to every home.
Lwala’s model has a proven track-record where
The number of child deaths decreased from
105/100 000 to 29.5/100 000 in just five years
98% skilled deliveries in Lwala communities compared
to 53% in Migori county and 62% in Kenya as a whole
Women in Lwala communities are 2.6 times more likely
to use contraceptives compared to a control group
1)
2)

Because of the proven model and the impact that Lwala
has had, they have been invited by Migori Ministry of
Health, to expand their model to the entire county, home
to 1 million people.
Impilo is providing a combination of financial support and
strategic/technical advice towards the scaling up of Lwala’s
model. With this support, together to that of others, Lwala
is currently expanding its model to South Kamagambo in
Rongo in Western Kenya, increasing the population served
from 60,000 to 90,000.

https://socialinitiative.se/
WHO, 2019

Lwala Community Alliance proof of concept
64 %
reduction in child deaths
73
73 %
%
reduction
reduction in
in infant
infant death
death
98 %
98
% delivery rate
skilled
skilled
delivery
rateand up from
(vs.
53 % in
Migori county

300 %
increase in contraceptive use
97
97 %
%
immunization
immunization rate
rate

(vs. 57 % in Migori county)
(vs. 57 % in Migori county)

26
in%
the
areas)and up from
(vs.%53
in specific
Migori county
26 % in the specific areas)
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Lwala Community Alliance

Lwala’s work during the corona pandemic
During the Corona pandemic, Lwala has played a crucial
role in ensuring healthcare to the last mile by leveraging the
community-led health model. As an example, they have
trained more than 2,500 Community Health Workers
across Migori county on Covid-19 protocol, provided
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to frontline health
workers, provided Covid-19 screening at health facilities
and in communities, and contributed to national Covid-19
guidelines and protocols for community health programs.
On an international level, Lwala has contributed to WHO/
UNICEF guidelines to support governments in developing
Covid-19 vaccination plans by outlining roles for CHWs, and
together with partners, ensured the largest procurement of
PPE for Africa.

“We are proud to contribute
to the scaling up of Lwala’s
methods and services and at
the same time actively engaging
our employees in something
that resonates so well with
our core mission.”
Veronica Byfield Sköld, Partner at Impilo
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Lwala Community Alliance

“We are very pleased to have
Impilo with us on this journey,
contributing not only financially
but also with strategic advice
from a business perspective.
This will be very helpful in our
scale-up process.”
Julius Mbeya, co-CEO of Lwala Community Alliance
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